We live in a time where climate models predict future increases in environmen- These examples buttressed by additional analysis reveal that increased variability 10 in vital rates simultaneously slow down invasions yet generate greater uncertainty 11 about rates of spatial spread. Moreover, while temporal autocorrelations in vital 12 rates inflate variability in invasion speeds, the effect of these autocorrelations on the 13 average invasion speed can be positive or negative depending on life history traits 14 and how well vital rates "remember" the past.
Introduction

16
Anthropogenic forces are changing the temporal distribution of environmental fluctuations 17 and accelerating the rate at which species are being introduced into non-native habitat. Gen-18 eral circulation models predict increased variability in temperatures and precipitation and these rates, and increases in these autocorrelations can have larger impacts on growth than increases 45 in inter-annual variability of vital rates (Tuljapurkar 1990 ; Tuljapurkar and Haridas 2006) .
46
For populations not experiencing an Allee effect, a positive growth rate at low densities is 47 necessary for establishment and range expansion. An important class of models for predicting 48 rates of range expansion are integro-difference equation (IDE) models (Kot et al. 1996) assumptions, the dynamics of the population are given by
To simplify the notation, let n t (x) = (n 1 t (x), . . . , n m t (x)) where denotes transpose be the vector
82
of population abundances at time t and location x. Let B(n t (x)) and K(x) denote the m × m 83 matrices with entries b ij (n t (x)) and k ij (x), respectively. With this notation, we get the simplified
where • denotes the Hadamard product i.e. component wise multiplication.
86
When the population is unstructured (i.e. m = 1), model (1) has traveling waves-solutions A population initially concentrated in a finite region of space will never spread faster than 92 c * and asymptotically will spread at a rate of exactly c * (Weinberger 1982 
where M(s) is the matrix of moment generating functions m ij (s).
104
Fluctuating environments
105
To account for temporal variation in environmental conditions and dispersal rates, we allow 106 B t (n), and K t (x) to depend on time. In which case,
In order to make use of the linearization conjecture, we place four assumptions on (3 describes the growth rate of the total population size when rare (Tuljapurkar 1990 ). Since 125 an invasion can only proceed if the population has the capacity to exhibit growth, our final 126 assumption is that γ(0) > 0.
127
When demographic or dispersal rates vary in time, the rate of spatial spread will vary in 128 time. To quantify this rate of spread, assume there is a weighting w > 0 of the different stages 129 and a weighted population abundance, n c > 0, above which the population is observable. At 130 time t, let X t denote the location furthest from the invasion's origin at which n t (s), w ≥ n c . The average speed C t of the invasion by time t is given by
Xt−x 0 t where x 0 is the introduction 132 site. In Appendix A we show that with probability one,
whenever n 0 (x) has compact support. The linearization conjecture and our numerical results
135
( Fig. 1 ) suggest that c * is not only an upper bound but in fact equals the asymptotic wave speed 136 with probability one. In the special case of periodic environmental fluctuations (i.e. there exists 137 a natural number p such that A t+p = A t and K t+p (x) = K t (x) for all t and x), the asymptotic 138 invasion speed is given by
where ρ denotes the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix.
140
Under the additional assumption that matrices H t (s) are rapidly mixing (see, e.g., Heyde 
We assume that log f t are normally distributed with mean µ, variance σ 2 , and temporal corre- spatial-temporal patterns of range expansion (Fig. 2) . None the less, simulations of the full 172 nonlinear mode suggest that linearization conjecture holds (Fig. 1) .
173
To understand the effects of temporal variation and correlations on wave speeds and popula- (Fig. 3) . In particular, when this variation is too high, the population has a 
199
We selected 3 stage-structured matrices that represent 1) the highest population growth, 
221
For each of these simulations, switches between "good" and "bad" years were modeled by a
222
Markov chain in which the probability of transition from a bad year to a good year is q and the Both the stochastic growth rate and invasion speed were strongly correlated with the overall 229 frequency of good years, while correlations between environmental states had a relatively small 230 effect on asymptotic growth rates and invasion speeds (Fig. 4) . However, positive correlations 231 between environmental states did increase growth rates and invasion speeds, while negative 
319
We also found that the magnitude of effect of environmental correlations differed between 320 examples. In the Calathea example, the effect of correlations was small relative to the impor- Despite these limitations, our methods provide a first step in estimating invasion speeds 365 for populations experiencing stage-specific temporal variation in survivorship, transition rates 366 between stages, fecundity, and dispersal. Using these methods to investigate the effects of 367 temporal correlations on rates of invasion across a wider range of life histories and dispersal 368 types will be an important next step. which completes the inductive proof of (A.2).
475
Let X t (s) be such that n t (X t (s)), w = n c . Then n 0 (X 0 (s)), w = n t (X t (s)), w and 
